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 SUPERIOR VIBRATION DAMPING
 Securely couple your records to your turntable with the additional weight of the high mass steel stabilizer reducing unwanted vibrations from transferring to the stylus


 [image: KEEP YOUR RECORDS FLAT]
 KEEP YOUR RECORDS FLAT
 Assists with leveling the record surface on warped or imperfect records for better playback by improving the contact between the record and platter


 [image: ROTATIONAL SPEED STABILIZATION]
 ROTATIONAL SPEED STABILIZATION
 The additional mass of the record weight can increase the inertia of a platter to achieve a more consistent speed resulting in reduced wow and flutter


 [image: ANTIRESONANT RUBBERIZED FINISH]
 ANTIRESONANT RUBBERIZED FINISH
 Coated in an insulating rubber layer further protecting against vibrations with a velvet base that gently protects your record labels


 [image: ENGINEERED FOR ENTHUSIASTS]
 ENGINEERED FOR ENTHUSIASTS
 Precision cut out of solid steel weighing in at 760 grams (26.8 ounces), ergonomically designed for easy gripping and compatible with all standard turntable spindles
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							A must-have turntable accessory for the vinyl record enthusiast, the 
Fluance Hifi Record Weight provides an extra layer of performance to your 
favorite record player. Pair with the entire line of Fluance turntables as well 
as many other brands of record players with compatible spindle size. 
							HiFi Vinyl Record Weight Stabilizer 
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							Ensure that your records lay as flat as possible by temporarily leveling your 
vinyl surface to achieve the ultimate fidelity, even salvaging the sound on 
slightly warped records by firmly clamping your LPs against the platter with 
the mass of the stabilizer 
							Improve the Playback on 
Imperfect Records  
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							Using a record weight has been shown to further stabilize your platter 
rotation on turntables by adding mass and increasing the inertia of your 
platter spinning for a more consistent speed 
							Reduce Wow and Flutter 
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							Keep your records more stable during playback and establish closer contact 
between your record and the turntable platter with the added mass of the 
760 gram (26.8 ounces) solid steel record stabilizer, reducing resonance and 
undesired vibrations from transferring to the stylus resulting in overall 
improved clarity and perfect music playback. 
							Damp Unwanted Vibrations 
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							Engineered with a rubberized finish for maximum elimination of resonance 
from the properties of the steel material by damping mechanical waves. 
Featuring a soft velvet base that protects your record labels 
							Coated in Antiresonant Rubber 
for Vibration Reduction 
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							The Fluance Record Weight a testament to the performance that can 
be achieved when a passion for music takes center stage. The perfect 
complement to any audio enthusiast’s lifestyle, you’ll be enjoying live 
performances in your home for years to come. 
							A Passion for Great Audio 
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        Specifications

        Specifications	Diameter	2.760 inches (7. 01 cm)
	Spindle Diameter	0.291 inches (0.74 cm)
	Spindle Hole Depth	0.732 inches (1.86 cm)
	Material	Steel with Rubberized Finish
	Compatible With	All Fluance Turntables and any other turntables with a spindle diameter of 0.74 cm and a height lower than 1.86 cm, and compatible motor capacity
	Not Compatible With	7 inch Vinyl Record Requiring 45 Adapter
	Height	1.098 inches (2.79 cm)
	Weight	26.808oz (760 g)
	UPC	061783272824
	What's Included		Fluance Record Weight
	Quick Start Guide
	2 Year Manufacturer’s Warranty
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                Guides

                Take a comprehensive look at the set up, function, and maintenance of your product. The product manual details all of its specifications and how to care for your Fluance product.
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    Frequently Asked Questions

    Which turntables is this weight compatible with?


The Fluance RW03 HiFi Vinyl Record Weight is compatible with all Fluance turntables: RT80, RT81, RT82, RT83, RT84 and RT85.
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			Advantages of a Removable Headshell
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			What is the Difference Between the Types of Turntable Platter Mats?
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			Turntable Stylus 
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			How to Clean Vinyl Records and Stylus with the Fluance Anti-Static Carbon Fiber Brush
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“The Fluance RT81 is an excellent turntable for anyone looking to discover (or re-discover) the joy of vinyl without spending a fortune.”
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"Music played on the record player was deep and smooth with excellent clarity."
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"Right out of the box, the Fluance RT81 impresses with its walnut finish and the sheer weight of its solid construction lends to its frame."












Why Choose Fluance?


[image: 30 day risk free][image: 30 day risk free]30 Day Risk Free Trial

Return your order within 30 days of receipt for a full refund. We'll even cover the return shipping!


[image: trusted by pros][image: trusted by pros]Trusted by the Pros

Explore product reviews and features in industry and editorial publications.


[image: expert advice][image: expert advice]Expert Advice and Support

We are committed to providing an exceptional experience to our customers and are available by chat or email.


[image: free shipping][image: free shipping]Free and Fast Shipping

Orders are eligible for free ground shipping! All orders are delivered within 2 to 7 business days.
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